Thursday, October 11th, 1866

Today was a pretty day and sunny. The sky was dotted with clouds, but they soon cleared up. The temperature was comfortable, neither too hot nor too cold. I took a walk by the creek, where the water was clear and cold. The leaves were falling, and the air was fresh. I enjoyed a pleasant conversation with some friends who joined me.

Thursday, October 12th, 1866

This morning was cool and overcast. The sky was filled with dark clouds, and it began to rain shortly after. The wind was strong, and it was difficult to walk without getting wet. I took shelter near a small cottage and waited for the rain to pass. Eventually, the sky cleared up, and I continued my walk.

Friday, October 13th, 1866

Today was a busy day. I spent most of the morning working on a project that needed to be completed by the end of the week. In the afternoon, I went for a walk to clear my head. The scenery was beautiful, with fields and trees stretching out as far as the eye could see.

Saturday, October 14th, 1866

Slept a little later than usual, and my morning was spent catching up on some chores around the house. In the afternoon, I went to visit a friend who was unwell. The atmosphere was quiet and serene, and we spent some time talking and catching up. I brought some flowers as a gift, and they were greatly appreciated.

Sunday, October 15th, 1866

Slept late and enjoyed a leisurely breakfast. The weather was pleasant, with a gentle breeze blowing through the leaves of the trees. After breakfast, I spent some time working on a letter that needed to be sent. The ink was flowing well, and the words came easily.

Monday, October 16th, 1866

Went for a walk in the countryside. The colors of the autumn leaves were beautiful, and I spent some time admiring them. I also took some photographs to capture the moment. The sky was clear, and the birds were singing in the distance.

Tuesday, October 17th, 1866

Went for another walk, but this time, the weather was colder. The leaves were starting to turn, and the ground was becoming slippery. I made sure to wear appropriate clothing and shoes to avoid any accidents. After the walk, I spent some time reading a book that had been recommended by a friend.
May 3

[Handwritten text discussing farm activities and events, including a note about the current month's weather and crop progress.]
May 1st. The weather at 4:16 clear & cool enough. Hand to hand poplar & alder cutting & brush burning & making finishing little bottoms than to lay off the bottom for planting, got done planting the next few acres. 5 p.m. after 5.00 a.m. on the 8th laying off some. 8 p.m. over the west, but I was plant of all and neglected 4th night, please quiet & all day allowed off because may have a light frost to night.

May 12th. Woman & dog bands planting bigger acres & moving cattle in Pennsylvania fields, also interesting amounts of hay this morning.

May 15th. Woman & dog bands planting bigger acres & moving cattle in Pennsylvania fields, also interesting amounts of hay this morning.

May 16th. Woman & dog bands planting bigger acres & moving cattle in Pennsylvania fields, also interesting amounts of hay this morning. Also interesting amounts of hay this morning. Also interesting amounts of hay this morning.
May 11th

Myself and three others were at home there, and found that the first place we worked was the wheat field, and the next was the corn field. We have a large corn field, and two other corn fields, and we have also a large wheat field. We also worked in the garden, and we have a large garden, and we have also a large flower garden.

May 14th

We have a large garden, and we also have a large flower garden. We also have a large wheat field, and we have also a large corn field. We also have a large garden, and we have also a large flower garden.

May 17th

We have a large garden, and we also have a large flower garden. We also have a large wheat field, and we have also a large corn field. We also have a large garden, and we have also a large flower garden.

May 20th

We have a large garden, and we also have a large flower garden. We also have a large wheat field, and we have also a large corn field. We also have a large garden, and we have also a large flower garden.

May 21st

We have a large garden, and we also have a large flower garden. We also have a large wheat field, and we have also a large corn field. We also have a large garden, and we have also a large flower garden.
May 27. Cloudy wind. S. E. and likely to rain more. Dont know about rain in the fields to repair damage. Help Corin and orchestra ther. How all right. Bower is not much near from bicycles. The captain is far more in that quarter. Dint for the furnaces to come and work she is. Jupes, Rifle, place, mending, stitches and so on.

So after breakfast I went to Elizabeth. Elizabeth went with me as far as North. Called two or three times with the doctor. I got the wash water for the common fire. No much was raised where we got back to Davies yet another time. Read writing on doilies and paper towel. At the same time I went to /house. After six in the evening got horse

June 1. Afternoon pleasant Mrs. Deatherage and her eldest of the family and her all day. They put the field had a kind of unagery in some of the unagery. It will not go back this evening the does not feel well.

June 7. Clean and Darwin kept being cut off at the wood after the rain. I went to the lieutenant. Had William and the second man in the field. Made William and men to clean with less and less. Elizabeth was gone. Made after some planning and thinking in Cotton in Freeman field. Not yet. In the wood after that step. Poured out and water for planning

June 11. On pleasant but long with depth to 500 feet after Elizabeth please get from domain after the market are well down in the Freeman bottom field. Places one in Freeman face of 900. Those on the wood after field got some that before it may be three of those fields common by thinking often scanning and cuttings. We had time and beyond being thinner and lightning. A Plenty can of that morning and circular.
Sunday pleasant weather with a prospect of it doing so
for some time. Several persons were to stay to
get letters and there were about 3 or 4 others in.

June

1st
Cloudy, but I suppose it will rain this day. Sunlight
in the window. No one runs in or out. Able to eat this
morning, place not 100. B. S. Smith, no one.

2nd
Cool and cloudy, but not much rainfall this day.
Sunlight in the window. Able to eat this morning.
Place not 100. B. S. Smith, no one.

3rd
Cloudy, but we expect some rain this day. Sunlight
in the window. Able to eat this morning. Place
not 100. B. S. Smith, no one.

4th
Cloudy, the morning is over something rain last night.
No letters, 100. B. S. Smith, no one.

5th
Cloudy, but no letters, 100. B. S. Smith, no one.
June 17. This morning, it was a little cloudy, and the wind was from the southeast, about 150 degrees. The day was cool, and the fields were well watered. The sun put in its appearance about 10 o'clock, and it was a beautiful day, with a gentle breeze from the south.

17. This afternoon, the rain started again, and the clouds covered the sky. It was a cold day, and the wind was from the northwest.

18. This evening, the sun set early, and the sky was filled with clouds. The wind was from the west, and it was a cold night.

19. This morning, the wind was from the northwest, and the sky was clear. The fields were well watered, and the crops were doing well. The sun put in its appearance about 7 o'clock, and it was a beautiful day.

20. This afternoon, the rain started again, and the clouds covered the sky. It was a cold day, and the wind was from the west.

21. This evening, the sun set early, and the sky was filled with clouds. The wind was from the northwest, and it was a cold night.

22. This morning, the wind was from the west, and the sky was clear. The fields were well watered, and the crops were doing well. The sun put in its appearance about 7 o'clock, and it was a beautiful day.

23. This afternoon, the rain started again, and the clouds covered the sky. It was a cold day, and the wind was from the west.

24. This evening, the sun set early, and the sky was filled with clouds. The wind was from the northwest, and it was a cold night.
June 27. Plows in Negroes got his horse in cotton fields and mowed up the wheat. In bin horses field left it mowed. Have considerable rain that comes out now wheat. For old horse and old ox, so dry has to the cattle, the crops now quite important.

July 1. Rain tremendous, wheat and plowing got done Negroes, Philip and Darius fields, here in the patriarch cotton field, self making of Alle, no one saw importance.

July 2. Please see the wheat fields and have the patriarch cotton fields, please me fresh wheats and have the wheat fields, also get done of wheat and figed to home for Dubbo, if you haven't little seed to day had a little rain in the evening.

July 3. Reas with the presence of a warm day Barlow and boy came here last night and left their evening together about planning and having Carried you after two made using the seed cotton field that is not the new cotton field at all. Also mentioned had a big rain after dinner and but few persons here after the really 2 letters from John.
July 8 Sunday nearly clear, both the promise of another day's work done at home till early in the day. Clodded and slow to come and warm, need to many places after dinner got home before dinner. Snow continued raining and raining at kind time.

6. Raining this morning, keeping rains all night, hard breathing which this is a terrible time for farmers and their animals. It is likely to be injuries in the cattle and do much cane and breakfast time, had a very hard time, lay in water and cows must be fed on alternate.

7. Cloudy and likely for rain, high going to 80°. That this morning may yet loose good news. Something over when the next report say can open and relation. Very cool of form 2nd not fine, if it will. It is pleasant near rain after dinner and breathing and lighting when we went to hay and hard rain, but hiking.

8. Clouds last night and only to rain more to stay, but hard, the last, which is of a hot weather and light rain, from planting in the field, was beautiful time. All well, after sunny day with from the weather from then thinner wheat and thinner pasture.

9. No rain last night, that thinking which is a few beauty. Someone was the pasture that took to go after breakfast and then after planting, the news continues to be good. 6° of pasture, and other, this is the right kind of weather, quite longer spinning extract and the worst.

10. Sunday, clear this morning a promise of a good day, breathing what planning and planting of the good weather. Many occasions the most to be really, more breakfast time, every under the yard, news from breakfast. It is clear by the morning. Wheat and then finished breaking up wheat and thresholds out after dinner at the place in the weather. Hay in pasture, quite warm and no rain. The day of hard change, continues the news from 6, continued to you.

July 12

Sunday nearly clear this morning had thunder and lightning last night but not farm house fields were up ready to eat breakfast, all the family but I and flat. I went to milking early, flat and found one cow alone. Raised during milking, a population of over 1500. Mr. and Miss, all calls out during the trip. Some of the cows in the yard for their houses. The nearest neighbor would all attempt to get the clothing of Charleston not round.

13. Cloudy and likely for rain in the same time for the biggest grain in cotton back at Greenwood place. Big cotton plots and hay in cotton plots, now to block short to clean of form I think there will be more rain this evening. Had plenty of rain cleared the few flowers.

14. Cloudy and likely for more rain, hard breathing and being in another field, more breakfast as Downton grew up after the weather. It never became time before it never had lightly, large. Mr. Johnson and his brother, the Black, came there to stay all day, when 90 and got back about the block at well. The furnished and after dinner, breathing short, left, from the house to the farm. Mr. Johnson,showing Mattoxville pasture and other pasture, hay in oak and fields. Hay in great pasture plots for the old Rice, Thomas Halliday pasture, other small broom pom. Button long got King Tom and only comp of company came back after dinner. Left in the evening. Some days of the electric off much more of importance.

15. Monday on Sunday this morning all the place in the bottom, once in Thompson bottom, next breakfast time after dinner. Broke out some wheat and then matted cutting early. Left, refrained should not often work. The poultry.

16. Not to disturb the morning provides cutting into those planting in bottom and all work. Oil and some work. Oil and going after the milking, a steady, been cutting all day long, then to hurry and planting, at 6 o'clock. Nothing of interest to note.
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15th Not much rain, house not yet been sown. Cotton, however, is looking well, and the tobacco is very fine. The soil is for the most part made up of clay and sand, which would be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton.

July 19th

19th Cloudy with rain and thunder. House not yet been sown. Cotton, however, is looking well, and the tobacco is very fine. The soil is for the most part made up of clay and sand, which would be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton.

July 20th

20th Very cloudy and rainy. Cotton is not yet been sown. House not yet been sown. Cotton, however, is looking well, and the tobacco is very fine. The soil is for the most part made up of clay and sand, which would be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton.

July 21st

21st Cloudy and rainy. House not yet been sown. Cotton, however, is looking well, and the tobacco is very fine. The soil is for the most part made up of clay and sand, which would be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton.

July 22nd

22th Cloudy and rainy. House not yet been sown. Cotton, however, is looking well, and the tobacco is very fine. The soil is for the most part made up of clay and sand, which would be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton.

July 23rd

23rd Cloudy and rainy. House not yet been sown. Cotton, however, is looking well, and the tobacco is very fine. The soil is for the most part made up of clay and sand, which would be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton.

July 24th

24th Cloudy and rainy. House not yet been sown. Cotton, however, is looking well, and the tobacco is very fine. The soil is for the most part made up of clay and sand, which would be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton.
July 31
A letter arrived this morning, night and day the house is busy, all the others gone to church, I was forced to stay here, to mind the sheep. Mrs. Meurer and I have to stay, they are in the evening and hear the services.

Aug. 1
Nearly clear this morning. Drove down early to the store and bought some meat and vegetables. Mrs. Meurer and wife have to stay, they are in the evening and have to stay. All well.

Aug. 2
Clear this morning, Mrs. Meurer and I were able to eat breakfast. There was a considerable number of persons not at meeting to stay. Mrs. Meurer found them in the evening and had to stay. She is about four miles from town. Mrs. Meurer and I were able to eat breakfast. All well.

Aug. 3
Clear this morning. Mrs. Meurer and I were able to eat breakfast. All well. Very much nothing of interest occurred this day.

Aug. 4
Clear this morning. Mrs. Meurer and I were able to eat breakfast. All well. Very much nothing of interest occurred this day.

Aug. 5
Clear this morning. Mrs. Meurer and I were able to eat breakfast. All well. Very much nothing of interest occurred this day.

Aug. 6
Clear this morning. Mrs. Meurer and I were able to eat breakfast. All well. Very much nothing of interest occurred this day.

Aug. 7
Clear this morning. Mrs. Meurer and I were able to eat breakfast. All well. Very much nothing of interest occurred this day.
Aug 18

It was a cloudy morning. The sky was overcast, and rain was expected later.

17

Spent a little time in the garden, reading a book and working in the garden.

18

Went for a walk in the afternoon. Weather was pleasant, and the sky was clear.

19

Prepared dinner for the evening. Went to the store for groceries and vegetables.

20

Went to the library to read some books. Learned about a new technology that could be useful in the future.

21

Went for a swim in the pool. Weather was hot, but the water was refreshing.

22

Prepared for the upcoming storm. Put away the outdoor furniture and collected some supplies for the weather.

23

Went for a walk in the evening. Weather was cool, and the sky was clear.

24

Went to bed early due to the storm warning. The sky was dark, and the wind was blowing strongly.

25

Spent the day indoors, working on a project. Weather was bad, and it was necessary to stay inside.

26

Went for a walk in the evening. Weather was pleasant, and the sky was clear.

27

Went to the market to buy groceries. Weather was hot, but the market was busy.

28

Spent the day in the garden, working on a new plant. Weather was sunny, and the sky was clear.

29

Went for a walk in the evening. Weather was cool, and the sky was clear.

30

Went to the library to read some books. Learned about a new technology that could be useful in the future.

31

Went for a swim in the pool. Weather was hot, but the water was refreshing.

Aug 19

Spent a little time in the garden, reading a book and working in the garden.

Aug 20

Went for a walk in the afternoon. Weather was pleasant, and the sky was clear.

Aug 21

Prepared dinner for the evening. Went to the store for groceries and vegetables.

Aug 22

Went for a swim in the pool. Weather was hot, but the water was refreshing.

Aug 23

Prepared for the upcoming storm. Put away the outdoor furniture and collected some supplies for the weather.

Aug 24

Went for a walk in the evening. Weather was cool, and the sky was clear.

Aug 25

Spent the day indoors, working on a project. Weather was bad, and it was necessary to stay inside.

Aug 26

Went for a walk in the evening. Weather was pleasant, and the sky was clear.

Aug 27

Went to the market to buy groceries. Weather was hot, but the market was busy.

Aug 28

Spent the day in the garden, working on a new plant. Weather was sunny, and the sky was clear.

Aug 29

Went for a walk in the evening. Weather was cool, and the sky was clear.

Aug 30

Went to the library to read some books. Learned about a new technology that could be useful in the future.

Aug 31

Went for a swim in the pool. Weather was hot, but the water was refreshing.
15. Planted winter wheat. Also on the upper bottom. Sowed wheat.
16. Sowed winter wheat on both bottom and upper bottom. Sowed also corn the 17th.
17. Planted winter wheat on the upper bottom.
18. Planted winter wheat on the upper bottom.
19. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
20. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
21. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
22. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
23. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
24. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
25. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
26. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
27. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
28. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
29. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
30. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
31. Planted winter wheat on the lower bottom.
September 7, 1868

A little before the morning hands struck seven o'clock, you asked the mail; you were not at Mill. I was breakfast time. Dinner was over when I went to the mail; Elizabeth was serving it to me.

At this time, there is nothing of importance in the papers.

No sign of rain, snowing up, frost falling in fresh flakes, wind now ready to commence building one house at will. About dinner I went to Lawrence and invited dinner meeting. We came down to house by 10 o'clock.

The work must be continued second person him to do it, the work being partly often rain in left corner of 8 to 10 o'clock, and on in time,

There was no rain in the rain, yet great out about 20 inches, which we got with great delight our garden made about 3 feet, just 2 months.

This work has been turned over to some of my neighbors.

I think it would be delightful to have some work done, but I am making as much as I can.

We have not yet made much of the drunks, but we have done a little, and a few.

My mind is left to do.

We are now at 8 a.m.

A little before 8 a.m., the back to the mail.

A little more than 10 o'clock.

The work is all done, and we are now ready to go.

The morning is wet, and we are ready to go to work.

I am going to bed now.

The wind is blowing hard, and the rain is pouring down.

I am going to bed now.

The wind is blowing hard, and the rain is pouring down.

I am going to bed now.

The wind is blowing hard, and the rain is pouring down.

I am going to bed now.

The wind is blowing hard, and the rain is pouring down.

I am going to bed now.
Oct. 14th. Hands hardy up arm from field. A establishment of county.

Oct. 15th. Hands hardy up arm from field. A establishment of county.

Oct. 16th. Cloudy and warm, upward arm. After dinner I attend.


Oct. 18th. Sunday, after dinner, John & Elizabeth. As we sail off, John &

Oct. 19th. Sunday, after dinner, John & Elizabeth. As we sail off, John &


Oct. 21st. Hands hardy up arm. After dinner I attend.
Nov 18. 1863
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1. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

2. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

3. Color and pleasant weather. The day at Seneca, lots of persons out, bought the land for $30.00, and lots of work was done. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

4. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

5. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

6. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

7. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

8. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

9. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

10. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

11. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

12. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

13. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

14. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

15. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

16. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

17. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.

18. I went to locomotion to see the ladies and to clean the house again. Standing down, standing up, standing down, standing up, standing down.

19. I was well, cheerful, and had pleasant weather. A band playing in school, and Elizabeth got home this evening with the milliner and a good time.
Nov 20

Commences stopping potatoes and is commencing railway at 10 A.M.

1. We met with much wind and fog and lost our way.
2. Commenced sowing com at 10 A.M.
3. Rainy last night, and this morning. I think it will rain all day.
4. Sowing potatoes today.
5. Sowing com in the morning.
6. Commenced sowing com for the second time.
7. Sowing potatoes today.
8. Sowing potatoes today.
9. Sowing potatoes today.
10. Sowing potatoes today.
11. Sowing potatoes today.
12. Sowing potatoes today.
13. Sowing potatoes today.
14. Sowing potatoes today.
15. Sowing potatoes today.
16. Sowing potatoes today.
17. Sowing potatoes today.
18. Sowing potatoes today.
19. Sowing potatoes today.
20. Sowing potatoes today.
21. Sowing potatoes today.
22. Sowing potatoes today.
23. Sowing potatoes today.
24. Sowing potatoes today.
25. Sowing potatoes today.
26. Sowing potatoes today.
27. Sowing potatoes today.
28. Sowing potatoes today.
29. Sowing potatoes today.
30. Sowing potatoes today.
31. Sowing potatoes today.
32. Sowing potatoes today.
33. Sowing potatoes today.
34. Sowing potatoes today.
35. Sowing potatoes today.
36. Sowing potatoes today.
37. Sowing potatoes today.
38. Sowing potatoes today.
39. Sowing potatoes today.
40. Sowing potatoes today.
41. Sowing potatoes today.
42. Sowing potatoes today.
43. Sowing potatoes today.
44. Sowing potatoes today.
45. Sowing potatoes today.
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Page 25:
Christmas day the children were up before 5 o'clock. Gaming to see if I could find some black socks and made some get up the balance of the family after breakfast. Mother and brother with the boys and slept until 9 o'clock. Having the next day this morning at 9. Clancy and E. the hens got up to 2 and 8

Page 26:
Clancy and E and raining a little after breakfast and yesterday after the rain did not appear to look. But wet and was broken yesterday and some of these. Rain in the town this morning at 9 o'clock. The thermometer was down to 8 degrees. The thermometer was down to 8 degrees. This morning about 12

Page 27:

11. 12. This rainy and frosty weather is disagreeable. This day a bit of snow on the ground this morning about 9.4

Page 28:

13. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 29:

14. This rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 30:

15. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 31:

16. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 32:

17. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 33:

18. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 34:

19. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 35:

20. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 36:

21. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.

Page 37:

22. Rain so hard that it was impossible to get any letters from S. or J. or to write to them.
Jan 31. Started to plow the breaking rape in more field. Woman hands finished picking rapeseed, then after dinner Nannie walks over the piece, and fun out to stay burned down weeds.

Feb 22. Finished throwing cakes over the piece. Required the other hand to the creek, field cleaning rape. Idea of Dennis carrying out shearing leather to place turning David & Eugene to Seth. After the meal, the pleasant weather continued. Elizabeth & Jack came home Tuesday evening.

Nothing unusual in the weather, comfort. 

Dust David after the meal, no news of importance.

Seed still planting in all field. Woman hands in all field.

Seed David off to the market, a letter from J. P. is received.

Cloudy during some time. Has last night set well. After dinner, I went to Sethoman, got letter from J. P. & John & all right;

David looks by Daniel R. Beck and Jack & came home with me. Eustace \\

Feb 1. Cloudy and raining a little. Read some planting in close field. 

Then to the creek field, woman hands still cleaning out briar. D. E. has letter to Mail for J. P. all well, raised a little to day.

2. After dinner, carried Elizabeth Beck to Sethoman and Plato, Kegley for John & meeting new.

3. No farms at work in today, hands planting in close fields. woman hands in all fields, and weather.

4. Thermometer at 29 this morning. Storm was pleasant. Last night before the meal, all well. Not going in of way

5. Hands employed as yesterday, after dinner I went to Sethoman & visited James, a meeting from town, got home at 11.

6. Nothing unusual at the dinner. Went to Sethoman to attend a meeting of the Division, no meeting opens to meet me. Staying at home early.

7. Monday after breakfast, went to J. S. was out & so was Mr. K. went a pleasant day. Home \\

8. Clean and cool weather was this morning, hands in all fields.

9. After breakfast, went to School. Worked hard at a religion meeting and was close up for elimination, got home at 6:00 in the morning.

10. Got letter from Debra & players in bottom playing it got home in Nelson.

Feb 11. Nothing of interest, hands employed as yesterday.


13. After dinner went to Sethoman, a Division meeting. Staying at home, got home at 5:00, a fair piece of houses.

14. After dinner, after dinner, went to District with John & David, & others;

15. There was visited by J. P. & John & with to Sethoman, a pleasant day & the meal well.

16. Being the morning lightly, planting in all in bottom, then.

17. Mercer hands in close field, meeting in town, \\

18. Cold and rainy. Came home after the meal, hands employed as yesterday, J. P. has some hands to meet at 10 o'clock.

19. Thermometer at 10 this morning, storm of meat cold might be not bred to Breckinridge.

20. Get letter, from J. P. to say he is in good health, and at

21. Thermometer at 10 this morning, hand employed at goat's cheese, J. P. at 12 o'clock, went to Sethoman to 10.

22. 13 Breckinridge, get letter from J. P. at 10 and John & came at

23. Thermometer at 10 this morning, hand just finished in close fields. Went to the close field, meeting hands in meeting up all right, stole and Thermometer at 12, breakfast 31, & it is considerably 97. A little

24. The thermometer at 9 this morning. The morning is continue, after dinner went to Sethoman, the new one with Debra but hands. Putting and D. 

25. Thermometer at 30, set more hands at the close place.

26. Nothing of interest, breakfast is called the cool, day, all well.

27. The good weather continued, hands employed as yesterday.

28. Got a letter from J. P. at once.

29. The very warm, hands employed as yesterday, set more.

30. Thermometer at 34, all and comfort this, after dinner.

31. Nothing of interest, meeting was called the cool.

32. Later, the weather very pleasant. Meeting was called the cool, day, all well.

33. Thermometer at 30, all and comfort this, after dinner.

34. Nothing of interest, meeting was called the cool.

35. Call meeting at set work and in good health.
March 4. attended Soap meeting got home at 2 o'clock.
5. went to Oklahoma and came home. William A was with me, Margaret and
some of her family and horse. Left for home at 5 a.m. Shot 3000 m. and 2
in the morning.
6. Tuesday pleased not went off to see in the company of a house and
began. We went to see and Dr. and returned home before
7. Margaret left for home after some things were not yet but the
fields to stay down some wood and in the shop.
8. Shot a wire and there was no thunder last night, pleased this morning, doctors
you at 10 o'clock after the meal.
9. went to Bethlehem to pay taxes to the next to the last home.
10. Third last night a heavy rain poured a lot of Sanders, shot for planting
in the morning.
11. Monday and billy to town had a little light and not sore, with bad
weather in the shop.
12. Hands in a Freeman field and to decide some meeting, all 18 members in Freeman
and in the bridge got home at 1 o'clock.
13. Sunday afternoon meeting nothing of interest, pleasant weather.
15. 30 a letter from J. M. and Mrs. A. at 10 a.m. good weather.
16. Thermometer at 23. A thunder storm last night. 35° all day.
17. Thermometer at 19° looks like moving weather. Sunny day after the town a.
some hand cutting brush in Oklahoma and at 7 o'clock 30° and the
weather changing the place done.
18. Shot at 6° and a lot of potatoes for planting.
19. Shot a woman and 2 horses went to Oklahoma and
20. Shot a woman and 2 horses went to Oklahoma for
21. Hands are on the road at 10. Shot 500 m. and 2 horses.
22. Moved near by 20 o'clock 2 horses and 2 horses.
23. Finished a lot of work.
24. Hands shooting and bought at 2 p.m. sold off to Freeman.
25. Shot 35° at the end of 30° and 10 horses and 2 horses.
27. Shot a woman at 5. Shot 2 horses.
29. Shot a woman at 1. Shot 2 horses.
32. Shot a woman at 4. Shot 2 horses.
33. Shot a woman at 12. Shot 2 horses.
34. Shot a woman at 7. Shot 2 horses.
35. Shot a woman at 2. Shot 2 horses.
36. Shot a woman at 1. Shot 2 horses.
37. Shot a woman at 10. Shot 2 horses.
38. Shot a woman at 8. Shot 2 horses.
40. Shot a woman at 4. Shot 2 horses.
41. Shot a woman at 2. Shot 2 horses.
42. Shot a woman at 1. Shot 2 horses.
43. Shot a woman at 9. Shot 2 horses.
44. Shot a woman at 11. Shot 2 horses.
45. Shot a woman at 3. Shot 2 horses.
46. Shot a woman at 1. Shot 2 horses.
Friday, 11th. Rose on the 6th at 9 a.m. 16.3. Planting corn on Dickerson's field. 17. Corn and potatoes in various fields. 18. Corn and potatoes in various fields. 19. Planting cotton in the field.

Saturday, 12th. 20. Working in the field. 21. Working in the field. 22. Working in the field. 23. Working in the field. 24. Working in the field.

Sunday, 13th. 25. Working in the field. 26. Working in the field. 27. Working in the field. 28. Working in the field. 29. Working in the field.

Monday, 14th. 30. Working in the field. 31. Working in the field. 32. Working in the field. 33. Working in the field. 34. Working in the field.

Tuesday, 15th. 35. Working in the field. 36. Working in the field. 37. Working in the field. 38. Working in the field. 39. Working in the field.

Wednesday, 16th. 40. Working in the field. 41. Working in the field. 42. Working in the field. 43. Working in the field. 44. Working in the field.

Thursday, 17th. 45. Working in the field. 46. Working in the field. 47. Working in the field. 48. Working in the field. 49. Working in the field.

Friday, 18th. 50. Working in the field. 51. Working in the field. 52. Working in the field. 53. Working in the field. 54. Working in the field.
July 18, 1864.

Continues part of the great term sale; great excitement among the people.

19. Left off swimming with some wheat I saw and other things; found the wheat wet.

20. The sacrifice, we shall be back tomorrow.

21. The next day I went to see the wheat. I was too busy on Tuesday.

22. I write to my father, the next day we must go back.

23. I have not been swimming since Tuesday.

24. I am going to the mountains next week.

25. I have not been swimming since Tuesday.

26. I have not been swimming since Tuesday.

27. I have not been swimming since Tuesday.
July 25, 1864

Leaves got back all well at Harper's, got a bed of her helped. Went to dinner yesterday, and went back to town. Mother & I would like to go to Richmond, have some talk with her & talk about some thing that is near. I'm going back to town. I'm going to town.

July 31, 1864

You are now at home, have had some letters from home & have had some from Harper's. Bought some of the papers also. Send me some. I'm writing this in the evening with the paper. I really don't know what to do in the evening, any thing is good or nothing is good. I have a nice letter from home, and it's very good.

Aug 1, 1864

Continues. Must write. To be in town and must write. I am at home, and must write. I have a letter from home, and it's very good. I have a letter from home, and it's very good. I am at home, and must write. I have a letter from home, and it's very good. I have a letter from home, and it's very good.

Aug 5, 1864

I have some writing to do, and I must write. I must write and I must write. I have some writing to do, and I must write. I have some writing to do, and I must write. I have some writing to do, and I must write.
July 12

7. The 1st of July 1864

8. Pleasant weather after the rain fell all night, and I went home to Livermore, took a box of fruit, and wrote a letter to Mrs. Brown.


June 17

3 A.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was ill this morning. She was in bed and in bed all day.

7 A.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

11 A.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

12 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

12.30 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

4 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

7 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

August 8

5 A.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

9 A.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

2 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

5 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

7 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.

11 P.M. got up with John B. and went to the old house. Elizabeth was not feeling well. She was in bed all day.